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Abstract

This paper proposes the use of machine learning tech-

niques to make storage systems more reliable in the face

of sector errors. Sector errors are partial drive failures,

where individual sectors on a drive become unavailable,

and occur at a high rate in both hard disk drives and solid

state drives. The data in the affected sectors can only

be recovered through redundancy in the system (e.g. an-

other drive in the same RAID) and is lost if the error

is encountered while the system operates in degraded

mode, e.g. during RAID reconstruction.

In this paper, we explore a range of different machine

learning techniques and show that sector errors can be

predicted ahead of time with high accuracy. Prediction is

robust, even when only little training data or only train-

ing data for a different drive model is available. We also

discuss a number of possible use cases for improving

storage system reliability through the use of sector error

predictors. We evaluate one such use case in detail: We

show that the mean time to detecting errors (and hence

the window of vulnerability to data loss) can be greatly

reduced by adapting the speed of a scrubber based on

error predictions.

1 Introduction

While the storage landscape has changed significantly

over the last decade, with hard disk drives (HDDs) and

solid state drives (SSDs) each accounting for large shares

of the market for persistent storage, one of the key re-

quirements for storage systems has remained the same:

store data reliably.

In addition to whole-drive failure, where a drive stops

functioning in a way that necessitates replacement, a ma-

jor threat to storage reliability are partial drive failures,

where individual sectors on a drive cannot be read. This

happens, for example when data in the affected sector is

too corrupted to be corrected by drive-internal error cor-

recting codes (ECC). For hard disk drives it can also be

due to mechanical damage on the disk surface. The re-

sult is the same in either case: the drive cannot recover

the data previously stored in the sector.

Field studies show that both solid state drives and hard

disk drives experience sector errors at a significant rate.

Recent studies based on data from Facebook and Google

report that 20-57% of solid state drives experience at

least one sector error [15, 22]. A 10-year old study by

Bairavasundaram et al. [4] reports that 5–20% of nearline

hard disk drives in Netapp’s storage systems develop sec-

tor errors over a period of 24 months. Our own analysis

of recent field data in this paper finds two drive models

among the seven most common hard disk models in a

large production installation with 11% and 25% of drives

affected by sector errors, respectively (see Table 1).

Sector errors are a major concern also when looking

into the future. Both SSDs and HDDs continuously grow

in capacity to keep up with consumer demand. As there

are more sectors on a drive, there is a larger chance that

sectors will fail, and as capacity increases, so do drive

densities, which can further increase the chances for bit

corruption. And some data center operators argue that in

order to continue to produce drives at an acceptable price

point and with the desired performance characteristics,

data center drives should be allowed to have higher error

rates and responsibility to deal with those errors should

be shifted to higher layers in the storage system [5].

The nature of sector errors makes them challenging

to protect against, as they are latent errors, i.e. the drive

is not aware of and will not report these errors until the

affected sector is being accessed. That means storage

systems need to proactively periodically read and verify

data (a process called disk scrubbing), in order to avoid

a situation where a sector error is discovered at a time

when it cannot be recovered via redundancy in the

system (e.g. during RAID reconstruction).

In this paper we make the case that storage systems

would be better prepared to handle sector errors, if errors

were predictable. We present techniques for accurately
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Drives (Drive days) affected by:

Drive model Capacity (TB) #Drives SMART 5 SMART 187 SMART 196 SMART 197

Seagate ST4000DM000 4 36368 1.19% (0.02%) 2.33% (0.01%) N/A 3.37% (0.02%)

Hitachi HDS5C3030ALA630 3 4664 3.58% (0.05%) N/A 2.55% (0.04%) 2.72% (0.01%)

HGST HMS5C4040ALE640 3 7168 0.91% (0.03%) N/A 0.91% (0.03%) 0.59% (0.002%)

Hitachi HDS722020ALA330 2 4774 11.84% (0.12%) N/A 9.76% (0.08%) 6.47% (0.03%)

HGST HMS5C4040BLE640 4 9426 0.24% (0.003%) N/A 0.24% (0.003%) 0.32% (0.002%)

Hitachi HDS5C4040ALE630 4 2719 2.54% (0.03%) N/A 1.62% (0.02%) 1.95% (0.005%)

Seagate ST3000DM001 3 4707 25.15% (1.77%) 30.59% (0.31%) N/A 35.33% (0.29%)

Table 1: Overview of HDD models

predicting errors and show through one specific use case

how these predictors can be used to improve storage

system reliability. More precisely, we are making the

following two contributions:

• We explore a variety of machine learning techniques

and show that machine learning models can be trained

to predict sector errors with high accuracy. Interestingly,

we observe that some of the simplest and easiest to train

machine learning models, random forests, are among the

most accurate predictors. We also find that the training

of predictors is robust, in that even smaller training

data sets are sufficient for successful training, and that

predictors trained on one drive model can be used to

predict errors on a different drive model.

• We propose a number of different use cases for error

predictors and explore one of them in depth: improving

storage system reliability by adjusting scrub rates based

on error prediction. Currently most storage systems run

a background scrubber, which at a slow constant speed

reads and verifies the stored data to proactively detect

errors. Setting the right speed at which to perform scrub-

bing is tricky, as an overly aggressive scrubber can im-

pact the performance of concurrently running foreground

workloads, while a slow scrub speed increases the time

it takes to detect an error, hence increasing the system’s

window of vulnerability to data loss. We propose to ad-

just scrub speed based on an error predictor, scrubbing

faster when errors are predicted and more slowly other-

wise. We show that by adjusting the scrub speed based

on a predictor the window of vulnerability can be short-

ened by nearly a factor of 2X, while using the accelerated

scrub rate for less than 2% of the total time.

2 A Look at the Field Data

We begin with a description of the field data that our

study is based on, including a description of the vari-

ous error modes and some summary statistics on error

frequencies.

2.1 Hard Disk Drives

For our study of errors on hard disk drives and their pre-

diction we use data that has been made publicly available

by Backblaze [3]. The entire dataset covers more than

a dozen different HDD models and more than a billion

device hours, but some models have very small popula-

tions. Table 1 provides some summary statistics on the

seven drive models with the most data.

The data for these drives is based on SMART

(Self-Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting Technology).

SMART is a monitoring system supported by most drives

that reports on various indicators of drive health, includ-

ing various types of errors, but also operational data, such

as drive temperature, and power on hours of the drive.

Backblaze collects for each drive daily snapshots of all

SMART values reported by the drive.

To gauge how frequent sector errors are in the drive

population at Backblaze, we consider the following

SMART parameters that are related to sector errors.

Note that the exact definition and reporting of these

parameters varies between drive models and manufac-

turers, and that not all parameters are reported by all

drive models.

SMART 5: Count of reallocated sectors. When a read or

a write operation on a sector fails, the drive will mark the

sector as bad and remap (reallocate) it to a spare sector

on disk.

SMART 187: The number of read errors that could not

be recovered using hardware ECC.

SMART 196: The total count of attempts to transfer data

from reallocated sectors to a spare area. Unsuccessful

attempts are counted as well as successful.

SMART 197: Count of ”unstable” sectors. Some drives

mark a sector as “unstable” following a failed read, and

remap it only after waiting for a while to see whether the

data can be recovered in a subsequent read or when it

gets overwritten.

We begin by asking how common sector errors are on

the Backblaze drives, since the most recent numbers in

the literature [4] are based on data collected more than

a decade ago. Table 1 shows, for the most common

drive models at Backblaze, the fraction of disk drives and

the fraction of drive days that are affected by any of the

events corresponding to the 5 SMART parameters above.

We observe that the fraction of drives affected by sec-

tor errors is significant: for two of the models 11% and

25%, respectively, of their population have experienced
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Drives (Drive weeks) affected by:

SSD Model #Drives Capacity Lithography (nm) PE cycle limit Avg. PE cycles Uncorrectable Errors Bad Blocks

MLC-A 10115 480GB 50 3,000 730 37.07% (0.63%) 50.35% (0.44%)

MLC-B 10151 480GB 43 3,000 949 65.56% (1.09%) 82.75% (1.59%)

MLC-D 10258 480GB 50 3,000 544 46.72% (0.89%) 55.01% (0.57%)

Table 2: Overview of SSD models

at least one reallocated sector. We also note that these

numbers are significantly higher than the averages re-

ported in previous work [4], which was based on data

collected in 2004-2006 in Netapp storage systems and

saw 3.45% of drives affected by latent sector errors.

However, the numbers we see are in line with those re-

ported for the three nearline drives in the Netapp study,

which ranged from 5–20%.

2.2 Solid State Drives

We have been able to obtain data for a randomly sampled

subset of around 30,000 drives from three of the four

MLC drive models used in a recent field study [22] on

SSD reliability based on drives in Google’s data centers.

We refer to the models as MLC-A, MLC-B, and MLC-D,

keeping the naming consistent with that in [22].

The drives in the dataset are based on commodity

MLC flash chips, but are custom designed using a cus-

tom PCIe interface, firmware and driver. As such, report-

ing and monitoring is also customized (rather than rely-

ing on SMART). For each drive the data contains daily

counts for a variety of different types of errors, as well as

workload statistics, such as the number of read, write and

erase operations during that day. Table 2 summarizes the

key statistics for the drives in our data set.

The two events that we are most interested in are

uncorrectable errors and bad blocks:

Uncorrectable errors (UEs): A read operations encoun-

ters more corrupted bits than the drive-internal ECC can

correct. The drive returns an error.

Bad blocks: The drives at Google declare a block bad

after an uncorrectable read error, a write error or an erase

error, and consequently remap it (i.e. it is removed from

future usage and any data that might still be on it and can

be recovered is remapped to a different block). Unlike

bad blocks for hard disk drives, which refer to disk sec-

tors (typically 512 or 4096 bytes), the blocks here are the

unit at which the SSD performs erase operations. The

size of an erase block varies with the drive model, but is

typically on the order of hundreds of KBs.

3 Predicting Errors

3.1 A Machine Learning Formulation

Our goal is to predict whether a drive will have a sec-

tor error within a given time interval, based on its past

behavior, as captured by the monitoring data that it re-

ported. We formulate the problem of predicting future er-

rors as a classification problem and then use a variety of

methods from machine learning to train classifiers. For

simplicity, we assume in the discussion below that we are

predicting errors one week into the future, i.e. whether

there will be an error within the next 7 days. We create

instances (or observations) to our classifier by dividing

the data into non-overlapping one-week intervals. For

each one-week interval, the response variable (to be pre-

dicted) is binary, set either to error or no-error, depending

on whether a sector error was observed during this week

or not. For explanatory variables (features) we consider

all parameters that the drive reports as candidates. The

explanatory variables, are based on the monitoring data

that the drive produced prior to the prediction interval.

More details on the setup of the machine learning for-

mulation follow below.

3.1.1 The Response Variables

As explained in Section 2.1 there are a number of

SMART parameters related to sector errors; their exact

interpretation can vary between models and not all pa-

rameters are reported by all models. We believe that

SMART 5 (S5) is the most interesting choice as a re-

sponse variable, as it is consistently reported by all drive

models and because it comprises all the different scenar-

ios that might have led to declaring a sector bad (e.g.

independently of how the bad sector was discovered), as

it refers to the total number of sectors that have been re-

allocated. However, we also experiment with training

classifiers to predict S187 (read errors that could not be

recovered using ECC) and S197 (sectors became unsta-

ble).

For the SSD data choosing the response variables is

straightforward, since all drive models use the same cus-

tomized reporting mechanisms. We experiment with two

different response variables: uncorrectable errors and

bad blocks.

3.1.2 The Explanatory Variables

For the HDD data we consider all SMART parameters

reported by a drive as possible candidates for explana-

tory variables. We convert the raw data into explanatory

variables in two ways. The first set of input variables

consists of the most recent raw values of all the parame-
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ID# Attribute Name

S1 Read Error Rate

S4 Start/Stop Count

S5 Reallocated Sectors Count

S7 Seek Error Rate

S9 Power-On Hours (POH)

S12 Power Cycle Count

S187 Reported Uncorrectable Errors

S193 Load Cycle Count

S194 Temperature

S197 Current Pending Sector Count

S199 UltraDMA CRC Error Count

Table 3: SMART attributes selected as learning features

for HDD devices

ters reported by the drive before the beginning of the one-

week interval. We also add a second set of input variables

based on transformations of some smart parameters. In

particular, some SMART parameters are reported as cu-

mulative counts over a drive’s lifetime (e.g. SMART 189

contains the total number of high fly writes a disk has

ever experienced). However, for predicting errors during

a given time period, it might be more insightful to know

the recent rate of change for this variable, rather than the

cumulative lifetime count. We therefore include for each

cumulative smart parameter a second input variable that

consists of the increase in value that the corresponding

smart parameter experienced during the one-week win-

dow into the past.

As the resulting number of input variables is large, we

perform feature selection before training machine learn-

ing models on the data. We use correlation coefficients

and information gain to determine the features that cor-

relate most with the drive errors and we remove the

SMART attributes that never change for a specific drive

model. Table 3 lists the SMART attributes we used to

build prediction models for HDDs. For a more detailed

explanation of the various fields see an overview of all

SMART parameters [23]. Table 4 provides the attributes

used for SSDs. For a more detailed explanation of the

various fields, see [22].

3.1.3 Training the Classifiers

We experiment with five different machine learning

methods that are commonly used for classification prob-

lems: classification and regression trees (CART), ran-

dom forests, support vector machines, neural networks

and logistic regression. For random forests we experi-

mented with different numbers of trees, and settled on

using 20 trees for the results included in the paper. We

ran experiments with up to 100 trees, but did not see sig-

nificant improvements. For support vector machines, we

experiment with three different kernels: polynomial, lin-

ear and radial basis function (RBF) kernels. We also

experimented with different degrees for the polynomial

kernels. For neural networks, we include results for a

ID# Attribute Name

1 correctable error

2 erase count

3 erase error

4 factory bad block

5 final read error

6 final write error

7 meta error

8 read count

9 read error

10 response error

11 status dead

12 status read only

13 timeout error

14 timestamp usec

15 uncorrectable error

16 write count

17 write error

18 cumulative bad block count fixed

19 weekly bad block count

20 cumulative pe cycle fixed

21 weekly pe cycle

Table 4: Attributes selected as learning features for SSD

devices

network with 3 layers and 100 nodes. Neural networks

with larger numbers of layers are impractical for learn-

ing rare events (such as errors or failures) as they require

massive amounts of training data. We also experimented

with more advanced type of neural networks, such as re-

current neural networks, but didn’t find the results to im-

prove upon standard neural networks, and hence chose

not to include the results. We use the hold-out method

to find the best values to adapt the parameters of neural

networks, including learning rate, momentum and regu-

larization factors. We perform a grid search on these pa-

rameters to find the combination that achieves the highest

performance. For logistic regression we experimented

with different values for regularization and learning rate.

All methods were implemented in Matlab. For SVM we

used the LIBSVM library [6].

As the range of values spanned by different features

varies widely, we employed data normalization using

the feature scaling method to avoid bias towards features

with larger parameter values. Feature scaling transforms

each attribute in the data using the following formula:

X ′ =
X −Xmin

Xmax −Xmin

(1)

where X is the original value of a feature. Xmax and Xmin

are respectively the maximum value and the minimum

value of this feature for the subset of data for each disk

manufacturer and model.

When creating the training data sets, we use majority

class under-sampling, a standard technique to improve

training in the case of very imbalanced classes, which

arises because the original data set has many more in-
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Figure 1: False positive rates (x-axis) versus false negative rates (y-axis) when predicting sector reallocation (SMART

5) for Hitachi and Seagate HDDs. The bottom row shows a close-up of the false positive range [0;0.1] on the x-axis.

stances of negatives (no error), than positives (error).

E.g. if we randomly selected training instances from the

entire data set, the training set would include only a very

small number of instances with errors and hence bias the

training process towards non-error predictions. Instead

we undersample with different ratios, making sure that

at least a certain fraction of training instances are error

instances. We experimented with different ratios ranging

from 1:1 to 1:10, and found that most ratios, where about

20-60% of all training instances are positives, work well.

We have chosen to include the results for a ratio of 1:3.

When performing the training, we divide the data into

75% training data and 25% testing data for most exper-

iments, as is common practice in the machine learning

community. Later in the paper, we will also show (Sec-

tion 3.3) that much smaller training sets are sufficient.

We used the hold-out method for tuning parameters of

different algorithms, and chose the values which led to

the highest quality predictions.

3.1.4 Metrics

We measure the success of different machine learning

models by reporting two standard measures: the false

positive rate (FPR) and the false negative rate (FNR).

The false positive rate measures the frequency of false

alarms. It is the fraction of time intervals that did not

experience an error, but was falsely predicted to have an

error:

FPR =
#false positives

#false positives+#true negatives

The false negative rate measures what fraction of er-

rors was missed, i.e. the fraction of intervals that had an

error, but was predicted not to have an error:

FNR =
#false negatives

#false negatives+#true positives

3.2 Prediction Results
3.2.1 Prediction Results for HDDs

We train classifiers to predict SMART 5 (sector reallo-

cations) for two of the hard disk drive models, Hitachi’s

HDS722020ALA330 and Seagate’s ST3000DM001. We

chose those two drive models to cover two different man-

ufacturers, because they are among the most common

drives in the HDD dataset and because they are the drive

models with the highest error rates.

The graphs in Figure 1 summarize the quality of the

predictions we obtain using the various machine learning

methods on each of the two device types. The top row

shows results for the entire range of false positive ratios

(x-axis), while the bottom row shows a close-up of the

x-axis range with false positive ratios less than 0.1.

We make several observations. First, errors can be pre-

dicted with a high accuracy. For example, when limiting

the false positive rate (i.e. the rate of false alarms) to

10% we can correctly predict 90% and 95% of all errors

for Hitachi and Seagate, respectively. When limiting the

false positive rate more conservatively to 2% we can still

correctly predict 70-90% of the errors.
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Figure 2: False positive rates (x-axis) versus false negative rates (y-axis) when predicting uncorrectable errors for the

three SSD models. The bottom row shows a close-up of the false positive range [0;0.1] on the x-axis.

To put those false positive rates into context, recall

that our goal is to use predictions to proactively trigger

light-weight protection mechanisms, such as a data scrub

to proactively detect errors. So, while these false posi-

tive rates would likely be too high in the context of pre-

dicting whole-disk failures and triggering drive replace-

ments, they are acceptable in our context.

Since both drive models report SMART 197 (number

of unstable sectors), one might wonder whether the pre-

dicted sector reallocations are trivial predictions based

on sectors that were already previously known to be un-

stable. We verify that this is not the case by removing

SMART 197 as an input variable, retraining the classi-

fier and still achieving the same results. We also observe

no correlation between the SMART 5 and SMART 197,

based on correlation coefficients.

When comparing different machine learning methods,

we observe that random forests consistently outperform

or match the performance of other classifiers. This is

encouraging for use in practice as random forests are

among the classifiers that are the easiest and fastest to

train, as there are very few parameters to tune. The main

parameter is the number of trees in the forest, and we

find that the results are not very sensitive to this param-

eter. For example, we find that results are the same for

forests with 20, 50, 100 and 200 trees.

On the other hand, some of the other classifiers, in par-

ticular neural networks, support vector machines and lo-

gistic regression required a considerable amount of tun-

ing as part of a lengthy training process. Despite our

extensive efforts in training these models, their perfor-

mance can only barely and only for small false positive

ranges match that of random forests.

Finally, we also repeated training and prediction for

two other SMART parameters, S187 and S197. The re-

sults are included in the appendix. We see similar trends

as for S5, in that random forests match or outperform

other predictors and we find that prediction accuracy is

high, albeit slightly lower than for S5. We hypothesize

that the accuracy for S187 and S197 is slightly lower, be-

cause whether a bad sector will affect the counts for these

two variables will depend on how the bad sector was dis-

covered (e.g. by a read or a write operation), which is a

somewhat random factor that would be hard to predict.

3.2.2 Prediction Results for SSDs

In this section we train classifiers to predict uncorrectable

errors for the three types of SSDs that we have data for.

Figure 2 shows the results. We observe that, as was the

case for HDDs, random forests outperform other classi-

fiers. Sector errors can be predicted with a significant ac-

curacy, albeit somewhat lower accuracy than for HDDs.

At a false positive rate of 10% the random forest classi-

fier catches 50-70% of errors. At a false positive rate of

2% the classifier can still catch 50-60% of errors for two

of the three models.

We also experimented with training classifiers to pre-

dict bad blocks and include the results in the appendix.
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Figure 3: Training of the random forest classifier for the

Hitachi drive with only a fraction of the original training

set still leads to nearly identical quality of predictions.

Random forests are again the classifier with the best per-

formance, however prediction accuracy is lower than for

uncorrectable errors. A block can be declared due to an

uncorrectable read on it, or when (even after a number of

retries) write or erase operations fail. Our results seem to

indicate that failing write or erase operations are harder

to predict than uncorrectable errors.

3.3 Robustness of Predictions

Our predictions in the previous section were based on a

relatively large amount of data. One problem in practice

is that an operator might not have access to data sets of

comparable size (e.g. because the system is smaller or

still relatively new, and hence not much data is available

yet). To address this problem, we experimented with two

different approaches. We repeated the training process,

but with significantly smaller amounts of training data.

Figure 3 shows the results, when training random forests

for the Hitachi HDD on only a fraction of the original

training set, ranging from only 10%, to 90% of the train-

ing data that was used in the previous section. We ob-

serve that prediction quality is hardly affected.

We also experimented with solutions to the problem

that no prior data is available when a new type of de-

vice is first deployed. In particular, we ran experiments

where we use a predictor that was trained on one drive

model to make prediction for another drive model. Fig-

ure 4 shows the accuracy of predictions when we use

random forests trained on MLC-B and MLC-D to pre-

dict errors for MLC-A (Figure 4(a)) and we use random

forests trained on the Hitachi drive to predict sector er-

rors on the Seagate drive (Figure 4(b)). We observe that

while prediction accuracy drops, the quality of the result-

ing predictions is still high.

This observation is particularly interesting as the

drives that were used for model building differed in many

important aspects significantly from those we make pre-

dictions for. For example, SSD model MLC-B differs

from MLC-A in manufacturer and lithography and the
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Figure 4: Results for cross-model prediction: We use

random forests trained on MLC-B and MLC-D to predict

errors for MLC-A in the top figure and we use random

forests trained on the Hitachi drive to predict sector er-

rors on the Seagate drive in the bottom figure.

two drive models have vastly different rates of uncor-

rectable errors. The two hard disk drives differ in their

manufacturer, their capacity and their rate of sector er-

rors. Moreover, the data for the two hard disk drives

is based on SMART reporting, which is inconsistent be-

tween different manufacturers and models. For example,

the Hitachi model does not report all the SMART param-

eters the Seagate model reports.

4 Tuning Scrub Rates based on Predictions

In the previous section we have developed classifiers to

predict future sector errors. In this section, we explore

one particular idea for how such predictions could be

used to improve the reliability of storage systems.

4.1 Idea

Most storage systems employ a data scrubber to protect

against data loss due to sector errors. A scrubber is a

background process that periodically performs full-disk

scans to proactively detect and correct sector errors. For

example, some filesystems, such as ZFS and Btrfs, pro-

vide scrubbing at the filesystem level, RAID controllers

may initiate periodic scrubs at the block level, and com-

mercial storage systems, such as Netapp’s, often support
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Figure 5: Simulating the adaptive scrubber. The X-axis shows the fraction of time the scrubber spends in accelerated

mode and the Y-axis shows the factor decrease in mean time to error detection. Each line corresponds to a different

factor X of acceleration.

scrubbing at the file and the block level (termed data

scrub versus media scrub, respectively [4]).

The goal of the scrubber is to minimize the time be-

tween the occurrence of an error and its detection (Mean

Time To Detection, MTTD), since during this time the

system is vulnerable to data loss (e.g. if a RAID array

experiences a whole-disk failure(s) before the sector er-

ror is detected and corrected). In addition to minimizing

MTTD, a scrubber must ensure that it does not signif-

icantly affect the performance of foreground workloads

running on the system.

Currently, administrators in practice configure a scrub-

ber to run at a fixed scrub rate, which must balance the

two goals above: Scrubbing at a fast rate will detect er-

rors more quickly, while a slow scrub speed imposes less

load on the system. A common rule of thumb is to com-

plete one full scrub of a drive once a week or bi-weekly.

Instead, we propose to adapt the scrub rate dynami-

cally based on the predicted chance of encountering er-

rors, rather than using one fixed scrub rate throughout.

This is similar to an idea proposed as future work by

Ma et al. [13], who suggest to increase the scrub rate

for drives with higher error rates. We use our methods

from Section 3.2 to predict errors, and whenever an error

is predicted we accelerate the speed at which the sys-

tem scrubs. When no error is predicted we reduce the

scrub speed. Note that errors are rare events, so pro-

vided we choose a predictor with a reasonably low rate

of false positives, the system should rarely trigger accel-

erated scrubs.

4.2 Evaluation Setup

We set up a series of simulations to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of an adaptive scrubber compared to a fixed rate

scrubber. We consider adaptive scrubbers that switch be-

tween two speeds, s1 and s2, where s1 is the slower speed

that is used when no errors are predicted and s2 is the ac-

celerated speed that is used when an error is predicted.

One might also consider a continuous spectrum of scrub

speeds, but we defer this discussion to Section 4.4.

In all simulations, we rely on predictors based on ran-

dom forests, as they tended to provide the highest quality

predictions. The training of a random forest for a given

device type can be configured to achieve different rates of

false positives and false negatives. The rate of false pos-

itives that is acceptable, will be system dependent based

on the system’s sensitivity to added workload. For ex-

ample, for a false positive rate of 2% a system will spend

roughly 2 weeks out of the 52 weeks in a year scrub-

bing at an accelerated rate, without catching any errors.

At a lower false positive rate, the system will spend less

time in accelerated scrub mode, but will also be slower

at catching some errors (as the false negative rate will go

up). We therefore experiment with a range of different

configurations for the random forest.

We set the s1 parameter, the default scrub rate when

no errors are predicted, to one full disk scrub per week,

as this is a common scrub frequency in practice. The

second parameter is s2, i.e. the rate at which the system

scrubs in accelerated mode. Again the choice of this

parameter will depend on the system’s sensitivity to
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Figure 6: Results when the adaptive scrubber employs

the classifier trained for the Hitachi drive to predict er-

rors on the Seagate drive (red lines) compared to scrub

results when prediction for Seagate is done on the models

trained on Seagate data (blue lines).

added workload. If we increase the scrub speed by

a factor of X during an accelerated scrub, the MTTD

will on average be reduced by a factor of X , but the

system experiences a higher load. In our simulations,

we therefore experiment with a range of X values. We

perform predictions once a week.

4.3 Results

Figure 5 shows the results when simulating the adaptive

scrubber using random forests. The X-axis shows the

fraction of time the scrubber spends in accelerated mode

and the Y-axis shows the factor decrease in mean time

to error detection. Each line corresponds to a different

factor of acceleration used by the scrubber when an error

is predicted. E.g. a 2X factor of acceleration means that

the scrub rate is doubled, i.e. if the default scrub rate is

to scrub once per week, in accelerated mode the scrubber

will complete two scrubs per week.

We observe that even if we limit the time the system is

spending in the accelerated scrub mode to 2% of the total

time (i.e. we are using predictors with a very low false

positive rate), the factor decrease in mean time to error

detection is significant. For example, in the case of the

hard disk drives when the scrub speed is doubled upon

an error prediction we detect errors on average 1.7-1.8X

faster than a fixed rate scrubber. Even for the SSDs, for

which the classifiers’ predictions were less accurate, the

savings are still significant. E.g. for MLC-A and MLC-D

errors are detected on average 1.4-1.5X faster when the

scrub speed is doubled upon an error prediction, even if

the total time spent in accelerated mode is limited to 2%.

We also consider the case where predictors for a given

drive model are not available, e.g. because the drive

model is new and has just been deployed and where pre-

dictions are obtained by using classifiers trained for a

different drive model. Recall that in Section 3.3 we pre-

dicted errors for the Seagate model based on a classifier

trained for the Hitachi model. Figure 6 shows the re-

sults when the adaptive scrubber adjusts scrub speeds for

the Seagate drive based on predictions from the classifier

trained on the Hitachi drive. We observe that the im-

provements in the mean time to detection are still very

good.

4.4 Refinements and Practical Concerns

While our results provide a proof-of-concept for

prediction-based tuning of scrub rates, the methods could

be further refined. For example, we only considered a

scrubber that alternates between two speeds. One might

further improve results by adjusting scrub speeds on a

continuous spectrum, based on the certainty of an error

prediction. In their raw form forests (and most of the

other methods we considered) produce error probabili-

ties, rather than a binary error versus no-error prediction.

The binary predictions are produced by applying some

thresholds to the produced probabilities. One could in-

stead use the raw probabilities and adjust the scrub speed

along a continuous spectrum based on how large the cur-

rent error probability is, and might do better than in the

simple two-speed scrubber.

One practical concern with accelerating scrub speeds

is the impact that the additional load has on the system.

There are tools available to an administrator to mitigate

possible negative effects on foreground workload. Be-

sides the obvious one of limiting the increase in scrub

speed to some maximum value the administrator deems

tolerable for their system, an administrator could also

put a limit on the maximum amount of time the system

spends in accelerated scrubs. Moreover, there are tech-

niques that have been suggested recently [1] to reduce the

impact of storage maintenance workloads on the system

that can be applied to scrubbing as well.

A secondary concern might be that the additional load

imposed on the system might induce new errors. While

solid state drives are known to wear out faster under

heavy write workloads, scrub operations consist of reads

only, and two recent papers [15, 22] independently show

that there is no correlation between the number of reads

and the number uncorrectable errors in a system. Simi-

larly, for hard disk drives one might expect writes to have

a correlation with sector errors, as an incorrect write (e.g.

a high-fly write) might be the cause of sector errors, but a

study of field data [21] finds no correlation between read

operations and sector errors.

5 Other Use Cases for Error Prediction

This section proposes and discusses the use of error pre-

dictors as adaptive policy-enforcing mechanisms in stor-

age systems. We leave the detailed exploration of these

use cases to future work.
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5.1 Tuning Drive Internal Mechanisms

5.1.1 Adaptive Error Correcting Codes

There has been some recent work in the flash community

to equip drives with adaptive error correcting codes [7,

10]. The original motivation was that the reliability of

flash cells changes over their lifetime, so one could use a

smaller, less powerful code at the beginning of a drive’s

life and switch to larger, but stronger codes later on, as

the drive ages. Rather than using the age of a drive as an

indicator whether the drive should switch to the stronger

ECC, it would be natural to use an error predictor, and

trigger the switch when predictions indicate that the drive

is more likely to develop uncorrectable errors.

5.1.2 Proactive Retirement of Blocks or Chips

Our predictors only predict whether a drive will experi-

ence sector errors or bad blocks, or not. We do not pre-

dict the location of any future errors (i.e. which block

and which chip), because the field data available to us

does not include location information. However, it is

likely that errors occur at or near those locations that are

responsible for early symptoms of errors (e.g. various

types of prior errors).

It would be interesting to also predict the precise loca-

tion of future errors, and investigate whether these pre-

dictions can be used to proactively retire a block or a

chip. We hope this work will encourage storage manu-

facturers and others to explore making such predictions

using data available inside drives, and exposing this in-

formation to consumers.

5.2 Tuning the Cache Policy in SSD Caches

SSDs are not only used for persistent storage of data,

but also as a caching layer. In the case of write-through

caches, errors do not pose a risk for data loss. They just

translate to higher read latency for data affected by er-

rors, as accessing it will turn into a cache miss. In the

case of write-back caches, errors create the potential for

data loss if they affected dirty data in the cache that has

not yet been flushed to persistent storage. One could

therefore consider a policy where an error predictor is

used to switch the cache policy from write-back to write-

through when a predictor indicates future errors.

5.3 Tuning Filesystem Mechanisms

Many filesystems contain mechanisms to protect against

sector errors. These range from replicating important

data structures (such as a filesystem’s super-block), to

adding checksums for metadata (such as inodes), repli-

cating data as well as metadata, or even RAID-5 or

RAID-6 level data protection in the case of ZFS. An in-

teresting area of future work is to explore which of these

mechanisms could be dynamically enabled using error

predictors. This would be particularly useful if filesys-

tem mechanisms such as metadata replication had some

advance warning about which specific blocks or chips

were likely to fail (as discussed in Section 5.1.2).

6 Related Work

6.1 Predicting Errors in Storage Systems

To the best of our knowledge there is no prior work on

predicting partial drive failures, such as sector errors on

hard disks and uncorrectable errors and bad blocks in

solid state drives. Instead prior work on drive reliability

predictions focuses on predicting complete drive failure

for HDDs [8, 9, 11–13, 16, 24] and SSDs [17].

The motivations and requirements for predicting com-

plete drive failure are very different from our work on

predicting partial drive failures. The goal is to use pre-

dictions of drive failures in order to initiate proactive

drive replacement before the failure occurs. Such predic-

tions require an extremely low false positive rate, since

the unnecessary replacement of healthy drives is associ-

ated with significant costs. In contrast, we are interested

in predicting partial drive failures to guide the system to

take lighter-weight proactive measures, such as increas-

ing the scrub rate. Another difference between our work

and much of the prior work is that training and test in-

stances in prior work were often not drives deployed in

productions systems, but rather drives run in a controlled

environment by the manufacturer [11,16], or the data sets

that were used were of very limited size (e.g. less than

20 faulty drives in [8, 9]).

Finally, our work explores a wide range of modern ma-

chine learning techniques, which subsume most of the

techniques used in prior work. Hamerly et al. [9] use

Bayesian approaches. We applied logistic regression in-

stead, as naive Bayes methods make a strong assumption

on the conditional independence of the input variables.

Hughes et al. [11] use statistical hypothesis tests, but find

in later work that SVMs perform better [16]. Our work

includes SVMs, as well as a number of other techniques

not explored by [11,16]. The work by Pinheiro et al. [20]

does not attempt to predict drive failures, however they

observe a correlation between some SMART parameters

and drive failures. The work by Ma et al. [13] uses a sim-

ple threshold-based prediction. They find that by putting

a threshold on the number of sector reallocations drive

failure can be predicted well. We experimented with this

approach and find that it performs poorly on the hard disk

data, compared to the machine learning techniques, and

is limited to results with very high false negative rates for

the solid state drives.1

1For space reasons we do not include detailed results for threshold-

ing in this work, but instead refer the reader to a tech-report [14].
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We are aware of only three papers that use machine-

learning based techniques on large-scale field data and

again they are predicting whole drive failures [12,17,24].

Two of the papers focus on HDDs and find that CART

models outperform SVMs and neural networks [12, 24].

Narayanan et al. [17] show that random forests can pre-

dict fail-stop events in SSDs (events that lead to server

shut-down and typically drive replacement), albeit accu-

racy is lower than that reported in papers predicting HDD

failure. Our work includes all these methods, among

others, and we find that forests are superior to the other

methods for predicting sector errors.

6.2 Improving Scrubbers

Prior work on scrubbing is mostly focused on minimiz-

ing the impact of scrub operations on foreground traf-

fic, e.g. by trying to submit scrub operations during

idle times [2] or by piggy-backing it on workload oper-

ations [1], or reducing the time to detect errors by mod-

ifying the order in which sectors are scrubbed [18]. The

only work we are aware off that adjusts scrub speeds is

by Paris et al. [19] and proposes to perform an expedited

scrub run after a whole-disk failure in a RAID-6 array.

Our idea of adjusting scrub speed based on error pre-

dictions is similar to Ma’s [13] future work suggestion

of increasing scrub rates for drives with high error rates.

Our work on adjusting scrub speed based on error pre-

dictions is orthogonal to work on minimizing the impact

of scrub operations or the optimal ordering of scrub op-

erations within a scrub and can be used in conjunction

with any of these techniques.

7 Sharing of Data

All the data on hard disk drives used in the paper is al-

ready publicly available on the Backblaze home page,

so all our results are reproducible by other researchers.

The data on solid state drives has been shared with us by

Google, and we are currently working with our collabo-

rators at Google towards sharing this data publicly.

8 Conclusion

This paper explores the use of machine learning to make

storage systems more reliable in the face of latent sector

errors. We experiment with a wide variety of machine

learning techniques and find that sector errors in hard

disk drives and solid state drives can be predicted accu-

rately with classifiers based on random forests, which are

easy to train and to parameterize. We show that training

is robust even for small training sets or when training

data comes from a different drive model than the target

system. We also discuss a number of possible use cases

for improving storage system reliability through the use

of sector error predictors. We evaluate one such use case

in detail: We show that the mean time to detecting errors

(and hence the window of vulnerability to data loss) can

be greatly reduced by adapting the speed of a scrubber

based on error predictions.

Appendix
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Figure 7: Predicting SMART 197 for Hitachi
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Figure 8: Predicting SMART 187 for Seagate
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Figure 9: Predicting SMART 197 for Seagate
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Figure 10: Predicting bad blocks for MLC-A
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Figure 11: Predicting bad blocks for MLC-B
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Figure 12: Predicting bad blocks for MLC-D
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